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Go-Giving Teacher-Resource Workshop  
Use Whatcha Have. Give Whatcha Got.  

Take Whatcha Need. 
How’s that for a workshop title under ten words? A more complete banner might be: Use What 
You Have / Give What You Got. / Take What You Need. / Share What You Own. / Hear What 
You Want. / Learn What You Can. / Teach What You Know.   
 
As the world (economy, administrators, mentors, learners, and everyone else) “matures,” the 
need to “put it all together” grows. So many of us seem to want to “make it come out even,” to 
match our offerings to others’ necessities and desires; to save time, energy, and money;  to 
preserve, distribute, grow, and go beyond our Life’s Work—in the presenters’ case , Our 
Language-Teaching & Learning Legacies.  
 
We (veteran educators, go-givers) propose to lay it all out there: samplings of over 45 years of 
collected concepts, ideas, experience, and materials (game boards, picture books, puzzles, card 
decks, posters, photos, videotapes/CDs, handouts, and many more reuseables) for attendees to 
choose from, hear and suggest creative uses for, and take away to contribute to the greater 
good. Organizing outlines to complete will be supplied—along with logistics for group 
interaction that mirror the excitement organized communication tends to provide. Come catch 
us in a generous mood.  

50-Word Summary for 
Conference Book: 
We (veteran educators, go-
givers) propose to lay it all out: 
samplings of collected 
concepts, ideas, materials 
(games, books, puzzles, cards, 
visuals, reusables) to choose 
from, discuss uses for, and take 
away for the greater good. 
Complete thought-stimulating 
outlines through creatively 
designed collaboration. Catch                   
us in a generous mood. 

A Possible Source of Philosophy                                     
(taken from http://www.thegogiver.com/)  

  
The Go-Giver, by Bob Burg, tells the story of an ambitious young 
man named Joe who yearns for success. Joe is a true go-getter, 

though sometimes he feels as if the harder and faster he works, the 
further away his goals seem to be. And so one day, desperate to 
land a key sale at the end of a bad quarter, he seeks advice from 
the enigmatic Pindar, a legendary consultant referred to by his 

many devotees simply as the Chairman. Over the next week, Pindar 
introduces Joe to a series of successful “go-givers”: a restaurateur, 

a CEO, a financial advisor, a real estate broker and “The 
Connector,” who brought them all together. Pindar’s friends share 
with Joe the Five Laws of Stratospheric Success and teach him how 
to open himself up to the power of giving. Joe learns that changing 
his focus from getting to giving—putting others’ interests first and 

continually adding value to their lives—ultimately leads to 
unexpected returns. Imparted with wit and grace, The Go-Giver is a 
heartwarming and inspiring tale that brings new relevance to the 

old proverb “give and you shall receive.” 
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Use Whatcha Have. Give Whatcha Got. Take Whatcha Need. 
Partial “Answer Key” for Materials-Giveaway Workshop 

A = Cluttered Pictures 
Available 
Materials Possible Uses & References 

 
 
 

Cluttered 
Pictures = 

Scenes       
with Many 

Things 
(Going On) 

in Them;  
Pages with 

Many 
Unique 

Items of 
the Same 

Kind 

1. Classify Sounds. Participants make phonics charts (initial and/or final consonants? 
vowel sounds?) for items (and activities named by –ing gerunds?) in scenes                     
(Idea B = Phonics Pictures on pages 4-6 of Doing Without the Photocopier) 

2. Classify Item Names. Participants (in groups?) put names of items (and activities 
named by –ing gerunds?) into “Kinds of Nouns” Charts (Activity Two = 
“Classifying  Kinds of Nouns” in Kinds of Nouns Idea Book, p. 12) (Idea Kk = 
Classifying Clutter on pages 59-63 of Still Doing Without the Photocopier) 

3. Tell Activities. Individuals, pairs, or groups describe activities that are going on 
now / were going on before / will be going on at a specified time in the future.                  
(Idea E = Grammar Pictures on pages 13-15 of Doing Without the Photocopier). 
One way of doing so is for each person to contribute a sentence or two; the next 
speaker or writer paraphrases the previous contributor’s idea(s) before adding new 
ones. The sentences are put together into an organized activity-scene description. 

4. Tell the Point. Developing writers 
create a useful caption (a phrase or 
main-idea sentence) for each picture 
(Idea O =  Picture Captions on pages 
43-45 of Doing Without the Photo-
copier). As the captions are read aloud, 
listeners try to match them with the 
corresponding scenes on display.   

5. Pick Out One Item.  Find clutter pictures with many separate (numbered or 
lettered) items of the same kinds, such as pages from picture dictionaries or 
elementary workbooks, reference pages of world flags and the like, ads for            
different models/types of the same product, photos of merchandise displays, etc. 
Participants write a specified number of precise short paragraphs to describe “the 
item they want” or “the item they are thinking of.” Then they trade papers and  
pages of visuals; readers try to identify the items from their descriptions.    

6. Eliminate All But One Thing.  Alternatively,  
speakers/writers might describe one item at a 
time, using only negative statements—telling 
the features that  it does not have. Readers try to 
find the chosen item of each paragraph by the 
process of elimination.   

A B C D E 

F G H I J 

K L M N O 

A  
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Use Whatcha Have. Give Whatcha Got. Take Whatcha Need. 
Partial “Answer Key” for Materials-Giveaway Workshop 

B = (Pics of) Individual Items 

Available 
Materials Possible Uses & References 

 
 
 

Pictures of 
Individual 
Items of a 

Category 
(e.g., Food, 
Substances, 

Furniture, 
Household 

Items, 
Playthings, 
Structures, 

Kinds of 
Weather, 

Activities, 
etc.)                 

—or Actual 
Objects           

(e.g., 
Miniatures, 

Small Parts, 
Containers 

of 
Substances, 

etc.)   

1. Communicate Info. Start passing each picture or item around the room; each 
person repeats the “significant message” (the most important info) about it as                  
s/he shows it to the next person. (Idea T = Vocabulary Chain on pages 58-60                   
of Doing Without the Photocopier) 

2. Classify Items. Participants (in pairs or groups) put names of items into “Kinds of 
Nouns” Charts. Remember that gerunds (uncountable nouns) can name activities.           
(Activity Two = “Classifying  Kinds of Nouns” in Kinds of Nouns Idea Book, p. 12) 
Also, individual items can be classified by meaning categories, such as  Kinds of 
Food (Beverages, Main Dishes, Carbs, Produce, Desserts, etc.); Kinds of Animals 
(Mammals, Birds, Reptiles, etc.); and so on. Each group shows and explains its 
categorization decisions to others, who may suggest different ways to classify.   

3. Remember Vocabulary. Allow time to examine the items; then cover or put them 
away. Participants list them from memory. (Activity 1 = “The Game of Memory”            
in Chatzka Games, pp. 7-9) (Idea Ll = Odds & Ends on page 66 of Still Doing 
Without the Photocopier) 

4. Tell Changes. Arrange two sets of items on two separate tables; each of two               
teams studies their items. Then the teams exchange positions and make changes              
to the other group’s items. Finally, they return to their original tables and write 
down the changes they notice.  (Activity 2 = “The Game of Observation” in 
Chatzka Games, pp. 10-11) 

5. Associate Items. Participants arrange all the items of a collection in order 
according to the characteristics they have in common (how each one might                      
be associated with the previous one). After explaining their rationale to others,               
they  see if their listeners can put them back in the same order.  (Activity 3 = 
“Object Associations” in Chatzka Games, pp. 12-14)  

6. Help Others Identify Items. Each person gets (a picture of) an item but doesn’t 
show it to others. S/he prepares (and/or writes) a detailed description of the thing 
that does not include its name. With everything collected and spread  out on a table, 
each person in turn describes his/her item. Listeners identify—and name—it. 
Alternatively, each person hears an oral—or reads a written—description of an item 
to retrieve from the table.  (Activity 4 = “The Whatchamacallit Game” in Chatzka 
Games, pp. 15-20) (Idea P =  Chain Writing with Visuals on pages 46-48 of Doing 
Without . . . (Idea Ll = Odds & Ends on page 67 of Still Doing Without . . . ) 

B 
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Available 
Materials Possible Uses & References 

 
 
 

Visuals of 
the Same 
Kind with 

Similarities 
& 

Differences          
e.g., Pages 

of a 
Calendar,  

Picture 
Postcards, 

One-Frame 
Cartoons 
(With or  

W/O 
Captions),N

ature 
Scenes, 

Structures, 
Interiors, 
Animals, 
Vehicles, 

Plants, etc. 

1. Tell the Point.  Distribute (numbered or lettered) pictures to individuals, pairs, or 
groups, who write a useful caption—a phrase or main-idea sentence(s)—for their 
visual that “captures its essence,” perhaps on a board. Display visuals. Listeners             
or  readers try to match the captions with the pictures—and improve the writing. 
(Idea O = Picture Captions on pp. 43-45 of Doing Without the Photocopier) 
Note: If the pictures already have captions, these can be cut off or covered—                
and pasted up or (simplified and) copied in a numbered or lettered list. After  
participants have created their own captions, their work can be compared with               
the originals. Alternatively (especially in a reading course or lesson), learners can 
use “visual clues” to match the pictures with their  “real” or adapted captions.   

2. Use Language to Help Others Visualize or Identify. Distribute numbered or 
lettered visuals. Participants write or prepare descriptions that begin with the  
general features that apply to all pictures and proceed to the specifics that will 
identify each individual visual’s unique features.  As learners read or hear each  
piece of writing or speech, they try to match it with its picture as quickly as 
possible, adding questions and/or suggesting editing if possible. (Idea P =                  
Chain Writing  with Visuals on pages 46-48 of Doing Without the Photocopier)  

3. Connect Grammatical Structures to Visuals. Decide which kind of grammar              
the collection of visuals is most likely to elicit, such as (continuous) verb forms              
for activities; kinds of nouns, noun markers, there is/are + prepositions for object 
arrangements; adjectives (words, phrases, clauses) for structures or things of                  
the same kind; the past tenses for pictures evoking the past; the future tenses for 
futuristic visions; modal verb phrases for situations, etc. Pass the pictures around 
the room.  People work together to write a specified number of sentences about 
some or all of them.  (Idea E = Grammar Pictures on pages 13-15 of Doing  
Without the Photocopier) (Speaking Games and Writing Sections of the relevant 
chapters of  The New Scenario, Books One & Two.)  

4. Compare & Contrast. Each pair of participants gets two of the visuals.                         
As fast as they can, they compile a list of similarities (what the pictures have in 
common) vs. differences (how they contrast with each other.) Then they pass                 
on one of the  pictures to another pair and get a different pic from two other 
participants. Using their first (edited?) list as a model, they compile two more                
lists, copying and/or adapting the similarities and differences.  

C 

Use Whatcha Have. Give Whatcha Got. Take Whatcha Need. 
Partial “Answer Key” for Materials-Giveaway Workshop 

C = Visuals of the Same Kind 


